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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4], Kazhdan and Lusztig have defined the concepts of left, right, and 
two-sided cells of a Coxeter group ( W, S). These are certain equivalence 
classes in W that give rise to left, right, or two-sided modules over the 
Hecke algebra of Won the vector space with basis given by the elements of 
the left, right, or two-sided cell, respectively. For the afhne Weyl groups, 
the representation theory of the Hecke algebra is important for that of 
certain groups over nonarchimedean local fields (see [ 1, 91). 
Let &” be the afline Weyl group of type A”,, pi. This paper is concerned 
with the two-sided cells of -c&. The left, right, and two-sided cells of&j are 
described by J. Y. Shi in [ 111. In particular, Lusztig [S] and Shi have 
proved that the two-sided cells coincide with the libres of a map of ZZ& into 
the set A, of partitions of n, defined in [6]. 
Section 2 contains some preliminary notation and results concerning &,,, 
partially ordered sets and partitions of n. In Section 3, we give a geometric 
description of the two-sided cells of &, in terms of the nilpotent orbits in 
the Lie algebra &(C(t)), where C(t) is the algebraic closure of C(t), t an 
indeterminate over C. To do this, a map of dR into the nilpotent orbits of 
aI,(C(t)) is defined. By considering the Jordan form of an orbit, we obtain 
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another map from J& to the partitions of n. We show that this map 
coincides with the one referred to above. Section 4 considers the fixed 
elements in &, under an involution of JX$ obtained from a reflection of its 
Coxeter diagram. The fixed elements in a two-sided cell themselves form a 
union of two-sided cells in the group of fixed elements in the sense of [7]; 
these cells are important for the representation theory of certain unitary 
groups over nonarchimedean fields. Our main result here (Theorem 4.6) is 
that the fixed element set in a two-sided cell is finite if and only if the dual 
of the partition of n corresponding to the two-sided cell (under the map 
above) has distinct parts. 
2. THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP z&, PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
AND PARTITIONS OF n 
2.1. The afline Weyl group JX$ can be regarded as the group of all per- 
mutations (r: Z + h such that o(i + n) = u(i) + n for all i E Z and such that 
C;= ,(0(i) - i) = 0. The simple reflections ,,, sl, s2, . . . . s, _, can be taken to 
act as follows. For 0 Q i G n - 1, 
if jzi (mod n) 
if jzi+l (mod n) 
if j&i,i+l (mod n). 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let w E -c4,. We denote by (P,, > ,) the set P, = 
( 1, 2, 3, ***, n} together with the partial order >, (which we often denote 
just > when there is no ambiguity as to the w in question) defined by 
i>,j if and only if 
(a) i< j and w(i) > w(j) 
(b) i>j and w(i)>w(j)+n, 
where > is the natural total order on P,. 
2.3. EXAMPLE. Let n=4, and w=s,,sl. Then w(1)=2, w(2)=0, 
w(3)=3, and w(4)=5. So 1>2 and 4>2. 
2.4. Let P be a finite partially ordered set. A chain is a totally ordered 
subset of P. An antichain is a subset of P containing no chains of length 2. 
A subset of P is called a k-family (resp. k-cofamily ) if it contains no chains 
(resp. antichains) of length k + 1. We denote by d,(P) (resp. $(P)) the 
maximal cardinality of a k-family of P (resp. k-cofamily of P). We let 
d,(P)=d,(P)-d,-,(P) and d,(P)=&(P)-c&_,(P), 2Gk<n. By 
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convention, we also define d,,(P) = &P) = 0, so that d,(P) = d,(P) and 
J,(P) = 2, (P). Often, when there is no ambiguity as to the partially 
ordered set in question, we shall write dk, $, A,, and A,. We now give 
some results concerning partially ordered sets and partitions. These can be 
found in [3]. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let P be a finite partially ordered set. 
6) A,(P)>A,(P)> ... 3A,(P), h w ere 1 is the length of the longest 
chain in P. 
(ii) d^,(P)ad^,(P)3 ... aA,(P), where d is the size of the largest 
antichain in P. 
2.6. Remark. Theorem 2.5 shows that the Ai and ii form the parts of a 
partition of (PI. 
2.7. THEOREM. A(P)= {A,(P)>Ad,(P)k ... ad,(P)} and A(P)= 
{&(P)3&(P)> ‘.. B&(P)} are conjugate partitions of 1 PI. That is, 
A,(P) is equal to the number of parts in A(P) of size h for each h = 1, 2, . . . . d. 
2.8. EXAMPLE. In 2.3 above, d, = 3, d, = 4, d, = 2, dI = 3, d, = 4. So 
A(P)={381} and~(P)=(2~1>1}. 
3. A GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF THE TWO-SIDED CELLS IN s& 
3.1. The idea here, as stated in the Introduction, is to show the equality 
of two maps d,, & S& + A,, where the fibres of d1 are known to be the 
two-sided cells and & arises from nilpotent orbits in sl,(a=(t)). First we 
define di. Let w E #U and consider the partially ordered set (P,, > w,). Then 
fi(w\=A(Pn)= {A,(P,)>A,(P,)L ... Zd^,(P,)}. For example, d,(e)= 
> > . . . > 1 } and from Examples 2.3 and 2.8, ~,(sOs,) = (2 > 1 2 1 } 
when n = 4. To show that the fibres of 4; are the two-sided cells of z&, we 
first need another interpretation of the dk. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let w E ZZJ~ and consider (P,, >,). Then c& is the 
maximal cardinality of a subset of E whose elements are noncongruent to 
each other mod n and which is a disjoint union of k subsets each of which has 
its natural order reversed by w. 
Proof: First we claim that i, je P, satisfy i> j if and only if there exist 
a;, aje Z such that a, < ar, ~(a,) > ~(a,) and ai = i, aj- j (mod n). Suppose 
i~j.Ifi<j,wetakeai=iandaj=j.Ifi>j,wetakeai=iandaj=j+n. 
Conversely, suppose there exist ai, a,~ Z as specified. Without loss of 
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generality, because of the periodicity of w, we can suppose ai= i, 
uj = kn +j, k > 0. Therefore w(i) = ~(a,) and w(j) = ~(a~) - kn. If i<j, then 
w(i)> w(j), so i>j. If i>j, then k> 1 since ai<uj. Hence w(i) > w(j)+n 
and we have i> j in this case also. 
Now a theorem of Dilworth [2] states that any k-cofamily in a partially 
ordered set can be expressed as a disjoint union of k chains. Conversely, it 
is clear that a disjoint union of k chains is a k-cofamily. The result now 
follows easily by putting these last two facts together with the above claim 
and the definitions in 2.4. 
3.3. Proposition 3.2 shows that the map d1 is the same as that defined 
in [6]. Lusztig [8] and Shi [ll] have then proved 
3.4. THEOREM. Thefibres of q5 I: dfi + A, coincide with the two-sided cells 
ofJ4n* 
3.5. In 3.5-3.7 we construct a second map &: dn + A, by considering 
nilpotent orbits in the Lie algebra s&J@(t)). This construction follows [S]; 
the corresponding map for finite Weyl groups has been studied by 
Spaltenstein and Steinberg. First some notations. 
Let (IV,, S,) be the Weyl group of a simple complex Lie algebra g with 
respect o a fixed Cartan subalgebra h and Bore1 subalgebra b 3 lj. We let 
gb be the root subspace of g with respect o h, corresponding to c1 E d,, the 
set of roots. We say that c( > 0 if ga c b and c1< 0 otherwise. 
We let i?~ =g 0 C[t, t-l] c 3 = g @ C(t), where t is an indeterminate over 
@ and C(t) is the algebraic closure of C(t). We define 5, l?j similarly. Let fi* 
be the C-subspace of 3 spanned by the go1 @ tk (a > 0, k 2 0), gm @ tk (a < 0, 
k b 1 ), and h 0 tk (k 2 1). Let iY be the C-subspace of ?J spanned by the 
g,@tk (a>O, k< -l), g,@tk (a<O, k<O), and $@t” (k< -1). The 
ahine Weyl group W of (r is the group of automorphisms of fi generated by 
the transformations 
(1) x@tk-+w(x)@tk, where xEg, WE W,; 
(2) x0 tk +x@ tk++), where x E g,, x E Q, the lattice of coroots; 
(3) x@tk-+x@tk, where XE~. 
As a Coxeter group, W is generated by a set of simple reflections S= 
S, u {so}, where S, is the set of simple reflections for W, and s,, is the trans- 
formation x @ tk + w,(x) @ tk + in, where x E g,, w,, E W, is the reflection 
with respect o the highest root a0 and di, is the highest coroot. 
We shall often regard W as acting on the set of “affine roots.” Let V be 
the real vector space spanned by d,, and consider the vector space V’= 
V@ I&.5, where R6 is a one-dimensional vector space spanned by 6. The set 
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A={r+k~(a~A~u{O}, k+zZ, a+k6#0} is the set of afline roots. W 
acts on A in the natural way--w(a + k6) = p + 16 if and only if w(g, @ tk) = 
gP 0 t’, where M, a E A, and k, I E Z. This, in fact, defines an action of W on 
the vector space V’. 
For an afline root /?=cr+k& C(EA~U {0}, kEZ, we denote by & the 
subspace g, 0 tk of 6. The real afftne roots, denoted A,,, are those 
/?P==;$ k6 for which a # 0. The real root /?E A is said to be positive if 
and negattve otherwise. The positive (resp. negative) real roots are 
denoted A; (resp. A,). We let A(w) = (BE A; 1 w-‘(p) CO}, where w E W. 
Finally, we set ii,,, = ii + n wft ~ w - ‘. 
Q is a semisimple Lie algebra and thus we can speak of nilpotent 
elements. 
3.6. LEMMA. iiw is a finite dimensional subalgebra (over C) of ii+, 
consisting of nilpotent elements. 
Proof: It is easily seen that ii, is spanned, as a vector space over @, by 
the g,, M E A(w) and that IA(w)1 = I(w). Thus ii, is finite dimensional over 
C. It is clear that it is a subalgebra. 
Let A(w)= {a, +k,6, . . . . a,+k,h}, where cc;~A,,, kiEE, 1 <i<p=l(w). 
Let fi,. be the C(t) vector subspace of Q spanned by the 9,, = g&, @ C(t), 
1 <i<p. We have 
ii ~, c fi ~, . (3.6.1) 
We claim that fi,,, is a solvable subalgebra of 4. We proceed by induction 
on I(w). If I(w) = 0, the result is obvious. We now assume I(w) > 0. Let 
c( = cli + kid, /? = aj + kjb E A(w). Then we have 
CL Bpl = i y;] 
if y = u + p = (ai + 0~~) + (ki + kj)6 is a real root 
if u + b is not a root. 
(Note that cc+p$A\A,,. For if not, then we have (0) $ [g,, GP] ~5, 




Now we write w = w’s, where Qw’) = 1(w) - 1 and s E S. Suppose 
cc+p=y is a root, If w’-‘(y)>O, then w’-‘(a)>0 or w’-‘(B)>O. It is 
well known that A(w) 1 A(w’). Since l(w) - /(w’) = 1, there is only one root 
in A(w)\A(w’). Thus either a=y or fl=y and thus either j?=O or c1=0, a 
contradiction. Thus y E A(w’). This, together with (3.6.2), implies that 
C&w ii,,] c ii,,. Hence, by induction on 1(w), it, is a solvable @o-sub- 
algebra of 6. Therefore, it lies in a Bore1 subalgebra of Q. 
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But it is well known that all the elements in 6, are nilpotent for any 
~1 EA,. Thus, since the nilpotent elements in a Bore1 subalgebra form a sub- 
algebra, and the B,, span Q,, all the elements of Q, are nilpotent. From 
(3.6.1) we then see that all the elements of ii, are nilpotent. The proof is 
complete. 
3.7. We have seen in Lemma 3.6 that il,,, contains only elements which 
are nilpotent in 9. Hence it has an open dense subset which is contained in 
a single nilpotent orbit (under the action of the adjoint group) in Q. This 
gives a map 4;: W-P {nilpotent orbits in fi}. For W = &,, Q = rjl,(C(t)). By 
considering the Jordan form of any element in a particular nilpotent orbit, 
we then obtain a map q&: &” + A,,. 
Here is the main result of this section. 
3.8. THEOREM. For r;4,, #I = &. 
3.9. Remark. For general afline Weyl groups, the fibres of 4; do not 
coincide with the two-sided cells. 
3.10. Before proving Theorem 3.8 we shall need some preliminary 
results. Consider the natural representation of the finite dimensional Lie 
algebra of type A,- i as n x n matrices having trace zero, with Cartan sub- 
algebra the diagonal matrices. For i # j, let CQ be the root corresponding to 
the matrix position (i, j). We choose a basis for this root system so that the 
simple root corresponding to the simple reflection si (1 d i < n - 1) is ai,i+ i . 
3.11. LEMMA. Let i,jEP, and WES&. We define [w(i)], [w(j)]~P, by 
[w(i)] = w(i), [w(j)] = w(j) (mod n) and qiiE Z by [w(i) - w(j)1 = qiin + rii, 
0 < r0 < n. Let clii be as in 3.10 and /Iv = ac,,,~i~lcw~i~,. Then,for k E Z, 
B,y+ @+a$ if 44 < w(j), Cw(i)l< CwWl 
w(a, + kc5) = 
&+(k+qii+ 1)6 if 44 < w(j), Cw(i)l ’ Cw(“dl 
&+(k-qii- 1)6 if 44 > w(j), [w(i)1 < CwWl 
Bij+(k-q,P if w(i) > w(j), Cw(Ol > cm1. 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on I(w). For I(w) =O, the result is 
clear. For Z(w) > 0, we write w = SW’, where s E S and I(w’) = I(w) - 1 and 
we suppose the result true for w’. We also write [w’(i) - w’(j)1 = q;n + rb, 
0 < r; < n. We shall deal only with the case where w(i) > w(j), 
[w(i)] < [w(j)] and w’(i) > w’(j), [w’(i)] > [w’(j)]. The other cases are 
similar. In this case we must have w = S, w’, w’(i) = u,n + m + 1, w’(j) = 
o,n+m, w(i)=u,n+m, w(j)=u,n+m+l for some m, l<m<n-1 
and u, , u2 E H, u1 > u2. This gives qii = qij - 1. By inductive hypothesis, 
481/120/l-6 
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w’(a;, + kd) = a,, j,m + (k - q#. Therefore w(%j + kd) = hn(% + 1.m + 
w41,v)=%n,m+I + (k - qil - 1)6, as required. 
3.12. COROLLARY. Let i, j E P,, w E S& and clii he as in 3.10. Then 
(i) Zfi< j, then a,EA(wpl) ifand only ifi>, j. 
(ii) Zf i>j, then av+GEA(w-‘) ifandonfy zj-i>Wj. 
3.13. Proof of Theorem 3.8. Throughout we fix w E dn. The idea of the 
proof is to associate to w two n x n matrices M, and N, whose Jordan 
forms give the same partitions of n as hi(w) ad &(w), respectively. We then 
show that M,. and N, have the same Jordan forms. 
Step 1: We associate to the partial order of P, defined with respect o 
w an n x n nilpotent matrix M,(m;) over the field C( yC) where the y, are 
indeterminates over QZ, 1 6 i, j d n, and 
Then, in [lo], M. Saks proves that the partitions of n given by di(w) and 
the Jordan form of M, are the same. 
Step 2: Let aij be as in 3.10. To w we associate the n x n matrix 
A, = (a;) over the field C(x,,, t) where the xiik and t are indeterminates 
over @, 0 Q k < I(w), and 




c x$ tk 
if i> j. 
k21 
w-‘(ar,+k6)<0 
(The above sums are finite since IA(w)1 = Jl(w)l < a.) 
Since G, is spanned, as a vector space over @, by the g,, a E A(w) (see 
the proof of Lemma 3.6), it follows that the Jordan form of A, is that of 
the generic conjugacy class in ii, and is the same as that of the matrix 
N, = (n;), where 
m;= =ij if a;#0 
0 otherwise 
and the zii are indeterminates over @. Thus, the Jordan form of N, 
determines the partition &(w). 
Step 3: It is easily seen that if i< j and w-‘(a,+qS) ~0 for some 
q200, then w-‘(aii+kd)<O for O<k<q. Also, if i>j and 
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w-‘(ati+q6)<0 for some q>,l, then w-‘(cli,+k~)<O for l<k<q. In 
particular, n; is non-zero precisely when W-‘(Q) < 0 (if i<j) or 
w-‘(a, + 6) c 0 (if i> j). Corollary 3.12 then shows that M, and N,-I have 
non-zero entries in exactly the same positions. This means that 4,(w) = 
b2(wp1). Now, if i,, i,, . . . . i, E Z are non-congruent mod n and have their 
order reversed by w, then w(il), w(iz), . . . . w(i,) have the same property with 
respect to w-l. From Proposition 3.2, we have that 41(w) = $,(w-I). The 
result follows. 
4. ELEMENTS IN TWO-SIDED CELLS FIXED BY AN INVOLUTION 
4.1. Let 4: ZZ& + SQ, be the involution corresponding to a reflection of 
the extended Dynkin diagram which fixes s,, where n = 2m or 2m + 1. The 
group of fixed elements is an afine Weyl group of type c,, generated by 
the set of simple reflections 
s, = 
i 
km Sm-ISm+I~ sr?-2sfn+2, . ..T SIS”-19 4 if n=2m 
bum ~,~1~,+1~~,~2~,+2,-~~~~I~,-1~~O~n-I~O > if n=2m+l. 
The elements fixed in any two-sided cell of JzZ,, are a union of two-sided cells 
in z’,, the cells in c, being defined in the sense of [7]. These cells are of 
interest in the representation theory of certain unitary groups over non- 
archimedean local fields. 
In the remainder of this section we shall establish some results on the 
number of fixed elements in a two-sided cell of dH. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. Consider the two-sided cell in S& corresponding to the 
partition 2 > 13 ... 3 1 under the map #I. It is easily seen that this cell 
contains the set of simple reflections S. In fact, it consists of all elements in 
dE that have a unique reduced expression (see [S]). It follows that this cell 
has just one fixed element if n is odd, s,, and two, so and s,, if n is even. 
4.3. From now on we fix a two-sided cell C in &,. There is a partition 
ii( {ii,> ... > a,} such that w E C if and only if 4(w) = a(P,). For 
any w E C, jk = & - dk ~ 1 (1 d k d d), where & is the maximal cardinality 
of a k-cofamily in the partial order on P, defined by w. Let A(P,) = 
{A,> ... 2 A,} be the dual partition to a(P,). By Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 we 
have an interpretation of the A,. For any w E C, A, = dk - dk ~, (1 ,< k 6 f), 
where dk is the maximal cardinality of a k-family in P,,. We shall find it 
convenient to work with both these partitions. 
For convenience, we shall change our previous notations and conven- 
tions slightly. For n odd, we regard A$ as a group of permutations of Z 
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exactly as before. For n even, we regard A$, as a group of permutations of 
fh\ H. The simple reflections act as follows: 
si(j)= j- 1 
1 
j+l if j++zi (mod n) 
if j+izi+l (mod n) 
.i if j+$& i,i+l (mod n 1, 
where 0 < i < n - 1 and j E $Z \ H. Then, for n odd (resp. n even), w is fixed 
by 4 if and only if w(i) = -w( - i) for all i E Z (resp. $Z \ Z). In exactly the 
same way as before w E dn defines a partial order > ,l‘ on the set 
R = {-m, -m+l,..., m-1,m) 
i 
ifn=2m+l 
n (-(2m-1)/2, -(2m-3)/2, . . . . (2m-3)/2, (2m-1)/2} ifn=2m. 
That is, i>,. j if either i-c j and w(i) > w(j) or i > j and w(i) > w(j) + n, 
where i, jE R,. R, and P, are isomorphic as partially ordered sets. 
We let C* be the subset of C consisting of the elements fixed by 4. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. C* is non-empty. 
Proof: We shall only do the case where n = 2m + 1 is odd. The case 
where n is even is entirely similar. For ia 1, we let ti = number of odd 
(resp. even) Aj such that aja i if i is odd (resp. even). By duality 
ti+ti+1 = di (1 < id 1). In particular, n = t, + 2t, + 2t, + . . . + 2t,-, + 2t,. 
Note also that, since n is odd, t, = 2T, + 1 is odd. 
Let T, = T, + t, + t, + , . . +tj, 2<j<l. We have m=T,=T,+t,+ 
t2 + . . . + t,. 
We now define an element w E z$. 
w(i) = 
i 
i if O<i,<T, 
m+i-T, if T,+idi<T,+t,, 
w(Ti+l)=w(Tj-,)+n+l if 2<j<l-1, w(Tj+k)=w(Tj+l)+k-1 if 
2<kitj+l, 2<j<I--1. This defines w(i) for O<i<m, and for 
-m < i < 0, we set w(i) = -w( - i). It is easy to check that w(i) f w(j) 
(mod n) if -m < i < j < m. We extend w to all of Z by requiring that 
w(i+n)=w(i)+n for all FEZ. Since w(i) = -w( - i), we have 
C;= I(w(i) - i) = 0. Th us w E S$ and is fixed by 4. 
Here is an example of such a w. Let n=7, {~,~a,>a,~8,}= 
{3>2>1>1}, (di~62~~~}={4>2~1}. Hence t,=3, tZ=l, t3=1, 
T, = 1, T2 = 2, and T3 = 3. w is given by 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
-9 -4 -1 0 1 4 9; 
i.e., w(-3)= -9, w(-2)= -4, etc. 
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We now show that w E C by showing that d,(w) = (2, > g,> ... 2 a,). 
We claim that the following subsets of R, are antichains with respect o 
the partial order defined by w. 
{ - T,, - T, + 1, . . . . T,, T, + 1, . . . . T2} of size t, + t, = A,. 
Forjeven, 4<j<f-1, 
{Tj-,+I, Tj-1+2,..., Tj+l} of size tj+tj+,=Aj. 
If 1 is odd 
{T,-,+1,T,-1+2 ,..., T,} ofsize t,=A,. 
Forjodd, 3<j<l-1, 
f-Tj+l, -q+, + 1, . ..> -V-A) ofsize tj+tj+l=Aj. 
If 1 is even 
{-T,, -T,+l,..., -(T,-,+l)} ofsize t,=Al. 
In our example above, they are (- l,O, 1,2), (3}, and { -3, -2). . 
The claim follows because 
(a) w(T,)-w(-T,)=m+t,+T,<m+m<n. 
(b) For 56j<l, 
Dj=W(Tj+,)-W(Ti-I+ 1) 
=W(Ti+ I)+ tj+l -1-w(Tj-2)-n-1 
=w(Tj-,)+tj+, -~(T~p~+l)-t~-~ 
=Dj-2+tj+1-tj-z. 
It is easily calculated that D2 = T1 + m + t, and D, = m + t, + t, 
Thus, for j odd, we have 
Dj=tj+I -tj-t+tj-1-tj-d+ ... +tb-tT+Ds 
<T,+m+tz+t3+t4+ ... +tj<m+m<n 
and for j even 
D,i = tj + 1 -tj-2+tj+,-tj--4+ ... +t5-t,+Dz 
<T,+m+t,+t,+t,+ ... +tj<m+m<n. 
- (T, + 1). 
(c) W(T,)-W(T,~,+l)=w(T,-l+l)+t,-l-w(T,-~+l)cn. 
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The above antichains partition R,. Hence, the maximal size of a 
k-cofamily (a subset with no (k + 1 )-antichains) d the cardinality of a sub- 
set obtained by choosing up to k elements from each of these antichains. 
The lengths of the antichains are A,, A,, . . . . A,. By duality, there are Aj of 
the antichains with >j elements for 1 < j< d. Hence, any k-cofamily has 
size <A,+A,+ ... +Ak=&. 
We claim that we have the following chains in R, with respect to the 
partial order defined by w. 
Forjeven, 2<j<l, and t,,,<i<t, 
Tj-i>T,-,-i> ... >T,--i> -(T2-i)> ... 
> -(Tj-*--i)> -(Tj-i) of length j. 
Forjodd, I<j<l, and tj+26i<tI 
T,-i>Tj_,-i> ..‘>T,--i>T,-i> -(T,-i)> ... 
9 -(Tj--2-i)> -(Tj-i) of length j. 
In our example above, they are 2 > -2; 3 > 1 > -3; 0; - 1. 






(b) For 0di-c tz, 
w(T2-i)-w(--(T*-i))=2(w(T,+tz-ii)) 
=2(m+T,ftz-i-T,) 
2 2m + 2(t, - (t2 - 1)) 
=2m+2=n+l>n. 
(c) For OsSi< tj, 
w(T,-i)-(w-(T,--i))=2T,+n-2i+t, 
>2T, +n-2(t,- l)+t3 
=2T,+n-t,+2 
=(tl- t3)+n+ 1 
> n. 
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Note that these chains are disjoint (and partition R,). There are 
(dj-- Aj+ ,) chains of length j. Choosing any k chains we obtain a 
k-cofamily. Since A 1 2 A, > . . . > A, is the dual partition to a, > . . . 3 ad, 
those j for which Aj - Aj+, # 0 (counted with multiplicity Aj - Aj+ ,) are 
&,A 2, . . . . 6,. Therefore there is a k-cofamily of size 6, + a2 + . . . + 
d, = a,. 
But we showed above that the maximal size of a k-cofamily is 2,. Hence 
Q*(w)= (A, 2 *-’ B a,), so w E C and, since it is fixed by 4, w E C*. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
4.5. Remark. The analogous result for the finite Weyl group of type 
A, _ 1 is not true. For example, the cell consisting of all elements with a 
unique reduced expression has no fixed elements when n is odd. (The 
unique involution of the Coxeter diagram does not fix any simple 
reflection.) Here is the main result of this section. 
4.6. THEOREM. C* is finite if and only if the Ai are distinct. 
Proof. First we shall assume that the Ai are distinct. Let Co (assumed 
non-empty) be the set of all elements of C giving rise to a particular partial 
order on R, and let C,* = C* n C,. For all k, 1 < k < I, we fix a maximal 
k-family in R,, S, = {mkl, . . . . mkdk }, with respect o this partial order. We 
let Mki= { w(mki) (w E Co*}, 1 < i $ dk. We shall show by induction on k 
that each Mkj is finite. It follows that C$ is finite and, since there are only 
finitely many partial orders on R,, that C* is finite. 
Suppose MIi is infinite for some i, 1~ i < dl. We can suppose without 
loss of generality that it has infinitely many positive elements. If m,j (i # j) 
has finitely many positive elements, then, for some w E C,*, we have 
w(mli)> w(mlj)+n; i.e., m,;>mlj. This is a contradiction to S, being an 
antichain (a l-family). Thus we can suppose that MIi has infinitely many 
positive elements for all i, 1 < i < d, . Thus, in particular, there is a w E C,* 
such that w(mli)> ~(-rn,~)+n for all i, 1 <iiddl; i.e., m,,> -m,i. Since 
S, is an antichain, it follows that S, n (-S,) is empty. It is clear that the 
maximal length of a chain in S, u (-S,) is 2. Thus S, u (-S,) is a 
2-family of size 
d,+d,=A,+A, 
>A,+A, (since A, # A,) 
=dZ. 
Since the maximal size of a 2-family is d,, this is a contradiction. Thus Mu 
is finite for all i, 1 < i < d, . 
Suppose now the result is true for k - 1. We partition Sk into k 
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antichains as follows. Let Bki be the set of elements in Sk of height i; i.e., 
the longest descending chain in Sk that begins with any element of Bki has 
length i. Then Sk = B,, v . u B,, is the required partition into antichains. 
We rearrange the B,, so that S,=A,, u ... u Akk with lAk,l 2 ... > IA,,J. 
We note that /A,,[ 3 A, for all i, 1 ,< i6 k. For if not, then lA,,I <A, and 
then A,, u ... LJ A,,,_, forms a (k - 1 )-family of size > dk - A, = dk _, , a 
contradiction. 
Suppose rnkj E Aki for some i and j, 1 6 id k, 1 < j < dk. If M, is infinite, 
then, exactly as above since Aki is an antichain, we have that Aki u ( - Aki) 
is a 2-family of size 2 lAk,l and that Mk, is infinite for all 1 such that 
mk, E Aki. Now, by inductive assumption, Mk- li is finite for all i, 
1 <i<d,p,. Hence T= Sk-, u A,, u (- Akr) is a disjoint union. Since 
S k-l is a (k - 1 )-family and Aki u ( - Aki) a 2-family, T is a (k + 1 )-family. 
But 
ITI =ISk-ll +2 I&( adk-,+2Ak>dk+1 (since A, > Ak+ ,). 
Since the maximal size of a (k + 1)-family is dk + , , this is a contradiction. 
Thus Mki is finite for all i, 1 d i < dk, and the induction is complete. 
We now prove the converse. We shall assume that A, = A, + 1 for some r, 
1 < r < I - 1, and obtain a contradiction to C* being finite. For notational 
convenience, we shall only do the case where n and r are odd. We retain 
the notation of Proposition 4.4. Note that A, = A, + , if and only if 1, = t, + Z. 
We let 
t,’ = 1 ti 
if l<j<r 
tj+2 if r<j<I--2 
t r+l if j=/-1 
t r+2 if j=l. 
Welet T;=T, and T,‘=T;+t;+t;+ ... +t,!, 2<j<l. 
We now define an element w E &. Let q E Z, q 3 1. 
w(i) = 
i 
i if O<i<T; 
m+i- T; if T;+l,<i<T; 
w(T;+l)=w(TJ~,)+n+l if 2<j<l--3 
w(T;+k)=w(T,+l)+k-1 if 2<k,<tJ+,,2<j<1-3 
w(T;pz+ l)=w(T;L,)+qn+ 1 
w(T;~2+k)=w(T;-2+ l)+k- 1 if 2<k,<t;-, 
w(T;p, + l)=w(T;p,)+qn+ 1 
w(T;-, +k)=w(T;-, + l)+k- 1 if 2Gkgt;. 
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This defines w(i) for 0 < i d m, and for -m < i < 0 we set w(i) = -w( - i). It 
is easy to check that w(i) & w(j) (mod n) if -m < i< j< m. We extend w 
to all of Z by requiring that w(i + n) = w(i) + n for all ie Z. Thus w E &” 
and is fixed by 4. 
Here is an example of such a w. Let n=25, {A,> . . . >A,}= (6252 
4>4>3>2>1}, {a,> ... >d,}={726>5>4&221}. We have 
r=3, (tI, t,, . . . . t7) = (3,3,2,2,2, 1, l), tt;, t;, ***, t;) = (3,332, 1, 1,2,2), 
and (T’,, T;, . . . . T;) = (1,4,6, 7, 8, 10, 12). We set q= 10. w is given by 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0 1 13 14 15 27 28 41 54 292 293 305 306. 
That is, w(0) = 0, w( 1) = 1, w(2) = 13, etc. 
We now show that w E C for all qk 1 by showing that d,(w) = 
{A,> ... &I,}. 
In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.4 we can check that the 
following subsets are antichains in R, with respect to the partial order 
defined by w. 
{-T;, -T;+l,..., 0 ,..., T;,T;+l,.+., T;} ofsizet;+t;. 
For j odd, 3< j<l-3, 
(T;-l+l,T;-1+2 ,..., T;,,} 
If I is odd 
{T;-3-t 1, T;-3+2 ,..., Tip,} 
Forjeven, 2<j<l-3, 
W’;+,> -T;+,+l,..., -(Tip,+‘)} 
If I is even 
{-T;-,, -TT;-2+1,..., -(T;-,+I)} 
ofsize tj+tJ+l. 
of size tiMz. 
ofsizeti+tj+i. 
of size t;- Z 
and 
{Tim,+l, T;-2 ,..., T;) of size t;- i + t; 
{-T;, -T;+l,..., -(T;-,+l)) of size tip 1 + t;. 
In our example above, these antichains are ( - 1, 0, 1,2, 3,4}; (5,6,7}; 
(8); { -6, -5, -4, -3, -2); (-8, -7); (9, 10, 11, 12); { -12, -11, 
- 10, -9}. 
There are (r - 1) disjoint antichains of sizes t; + t; = A i, t; + t; = 
A,, . . . . t:- 1 + t: = A,-, if r #I - 1 and I- 3 disjoint antichains of sizes 
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A,, A,, . . . . A,-, if r=l-1; (/-2-r) of sizes t~+t~+,=t,+t,+3= 
t r+2+tr+3=A,+z, ~~+,+t~+~=A~+~,...,t~-~+t~-~=A,_,; 1 of size 
t;- z = A, (resp. A,- 2) if r # 1- 1 (resp. if r = I- 1); and 2 of size t;- i + t; = 
t r+l+tr+2=Ar+1 = A,. Thus R, has been partitioned into 1 antichains of 
sizes A,, A,, . . . . A,. 
Again, in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.4, we can check 
that we have the following chains in R, with respect to the partial order 
defined by w. 
For j odd, r+2<j<l, and t,!<i<t;_,, if j<l-2 or O<i<t;-, if 
j=r-1 or f, 
T;-i>TJp2-i>Ti-,-iZ ... >T;-i>T;-i>(T;-i)> ... 
> -(T;-,-i)> -(Tip:_,-i)> -(T;-i) of length j; 
forjodd, l<j<r, and t;+2<i<t,!: 
T,‘-i>Tj-,-i> ... >T;-i>T;-i> -(T;--i)> ... 
> -(Tj-,-i)> -(T+i) of length j; 
forjeven, r+2<j<<l, and tf<i<tj-, ifj<l-2 or O,<i<tJp, ifj=Z- 1 
or 1, 
T;p,-i>Ti-2 -i>TJ-,-i> ,.. >T;-i> -(T;-i)> . . . 
> -(TJ_,-i)> -(T;-,-i)> -(T;-,--i) of length j; 
for t:+,<i<t;-, if r#l-2 and O<i-ct;-, if r=l-2, 
T;_,-i>T:~,-i~T:~3-i~ . ..>T.-i> -(T;-i)> 0.. 
> --(T:-,--i)> -(T:-,-i)> -(T;-,-i) of length r + 1; 
for t;-* <ict;p,, 
T~p,-i>T~-,-i> ... ST;-i> -(T;-i)> ... 
> -(T:-,--i)> -(T:-,-i) of length r - 1; 
forjeven, l<j<r-1, and t;+z<i<t,!, 
T,‘-i>T;‘_,-i> . ..>T.-j>-(T;-i)> __. 
> -(T;-,-i)> -(Tj--ii) of length j. 
These chains partition R,. In our example above, they are 12 > 8 > 6 > 
l> -6> -8> -12; 11>5>0> -5> -11; -1; 10>7>4> -4> 
-7> -10; 9>3> -3> -9; and 2> -2. 
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For ldj<r-2, there are t~-t~+2=tj-~j+2=Aj-Aj+I chains of 
length j. There are f:--l-t;--==fr----fr+,=Ar-l-Ar chains of length 
r-l and d r#l-2, t;-l--t:+, =Ar+l-Art2 chains of length r + 1. If 
r=l-2, there are t;-,=t,-,=A,-,-A, chains of length l-l. For 
r+2<j<l-2, thereare f~-2-tj=~j-tj+Z=Aj-Aj,,chainsoflengthj. 
Therearealsot~_,=t,_,=A,_,-A,chainsoflengthl-lifr~Z-3and 
t;.-2 = t, = A, chains of length I if r < I- 2. Note that there are 
O=A,-A,,, chains of length r. Hence we have (Ai - A i+ 1) chains of 
length i for 1 < i < 1. Thus, by duality, we have partitioned R, into chains of 
lengths A,, AZ, . . . . d,. 
But above we partitioned R, into antichains of lengths A,, A,, . . . . A,. 
Using exactly the same argument as in Proposition 4.4, it follows that 
&(w)= {ii,> **. B a,}. Hence w E C and, since it is fixed by 4, w E C*. 
Since q E Z, q > 1 was arbitrary, this gives a contradiction to C* being 
finite. Thus the Ai must be distinct. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.6. 
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